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It’s Friday afternoon. You are off to another client on Monday morning. You have 

exhausted your allotment of fieldwork time at this client. There is one small problem, 

however. The audit is not done. You will have to complete the audit in “wrap-up” mode, 

even though wrap-up isn’t scheduled. You ask yourself, how will I get it done? 

Does this sound familiar? 

When I discuss the above scenario with auditors, they all recognize the inefficiencies in 

the wrap-up mode and hope that audit quality won’t be negatively impacted. They 

acknowledge addressing the situation is an opportunity for reducing audit time, yet they 

seldom do much to change. If we see the issue and know the issue, then why don’t we do 

something?  

Peter Senge said, “People don’t resist change. They resist being changed.” The auditor 

sees and knows the issue, but resists being changed. Resistant to change or not, most 

audit firms do not effectively deal with this audit issue and simply hope it will get better.  

Change based on hope without action is doomed to fail. Many firms take this situation 

for granted and audit staff are simply told (either directly or indirectly) to just deal with it. 

This article is designed to help you make appropriate, positive steps toward change in the 

audit process.  

Imagine again: it’s Friday afternoon and you are off to another client on Monday and this 

audit is complete! This doesn’t need to be a dream. It can happen.  

 COMPLETING IN THE FIELD REQUIRES PLANNING 

Several years ago, an oil filter commercial used the slogan: Pay me now or pay me later. Of 

course, the context of the commercial encouraged viewers to take better care of their cars by 

changing the oil and oil filter on a regular basis. The downside of not doing so would result in 

serious damage to the engine. The message suggested the later cost would be far in excess of 

the cost of oil and oil filters now.  

I believe this slogan fits reasonably well in the audit world – with a slight modification. I suggest 

the auditor reflect on the concept of plan now or plan to pay later. Paying later, in terms of the 

added time resulting from not completing the audit in the field and the potential for an 

unsatisfied client, is a far greater cost than taking the time to plan now. 
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In my article Audit Planning is a Two-Way Street – Both the Auditor and the Company Need to 

Be Involved, I identified 10 basic steps to carrying out a successful audit plan. The fifth step 

identified the overall audit plan should include a specific plan to complete all of the work in the 

field. This concept is easy to state, but very difficult to execute if the auditor doesn’t have 

specific action steps identified in advance. 

WHAT IS YOUR ACTION PLAN? 

An audit team that does not complete the audit in the field may not know how to set the audit 

in motion for successful completion. Specific action steps need to be identified to ensure 

successful completion of the audit during fieldwork.  

The first thing staff should do is determine the bottlenecks that prevented the prior year audit 

from being completed in the field. The following table contains a partial list of typical audit 

bottlenecks and actions that can eliminate those bottlenecks: 

Bottleneck Action(s) 

Client not totally ready ✓ Place due dates on required client schedules 
✓ Call client a week before field work to 

ensure readiness 
✓ Be prepared to reschedule fieldwork start 

date 

Not enough time scheduled for fieldwork ✓ Prepare a detailed time budget and match it 
to the scheduled staff time in the field 

New accounting standard(s) not addressed timely ✓ Design audit approach to address the new 
standard(s) during planning 

✓ Discuss the new standard(s) with the client 
early  

✓ Draft the proposed new footnote(s) for the 
client to read early  

Reviews not completed timely ✓ Perform real-time reviews and don’t wait 
until all areas are complete 

✓ Perform reviews in the field 

Critical confirmations not received timely ✓ Mail confirmations as soon as possible after 
year end 

✓ Perform Attorney procedures first day of 
fieldwork or at interim and mail attorney 
letter no later than the first day of fieldwork 

✓ Request any covenant waiver letters as early 
as possible 
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Client prepared schedules not complete ✓ Have the client send the schedules in 
advance so the In-charge can review them 

✓ Return incomplete schedules to the client 
rather than fixing them yourself 

✓ If you must fix the incomplete schedule, gain 
client agreement to additional billing and 
then track that time separately 

 DEVELOP A FIELDWORK PLAN 

Eliminating the bottlenecks listed in the table can go a long way toward successfully 

completing the audit in the field. However, most audit teams go out to the field – 

without a plan – and dive into working on whatever is ready. One way to help ensure 

fieldwork success is to develop a fieldwork plan. The purpose of the fieldwork plan is to 

specifically lay out a detailed who, what, and by when plan for all audit staff assigned 

to the engagement.  

Know the Who 

First, the in-charge needs to know who is assigned to the audit and the amount of time 

each staff is assigned to the audit. The in-charge should determine the experience and 

skill level of the assigned staff. With this information, s/he can now perform a high level 

analysis of the audit team that considers the overall adequacy of staffing compared to 

skills needed and amount of time assigned. If either or both are not adequate, the 

chance of completing the audit in the field is remote. The in-charge should take action 

to attempt to rectify the situation. 

Know the What 

Second, identify the what. The in-charge should assign audit responsibilities to match 

audit complexity with the skill set of the audit staff. Typically, the assignment of audit 

work is one staff to one audit section. In other words, Joe or Mary will audit the cash 

section and Tom or Jane will audit the accounts payable section. Making assignments in 

this manner will generally leave the most difficult audit section(s) to the in-charge.  

The fieldwork plan should challenge the norm of what section is audited first, as well as 

the audit section approach to job assignment. Since the easiest areas are generally 

audited first, if the team doesn’t complete the audit in the field, the more difficult areas 
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are left to be completed in “wrap-up” mode. Therefore, the audit team should plan to 

audit the most significant and difficult audit areas first.  

Then, the fieldwork plan should consider making certain work assignments based on 

steps within the section that need to be performed, rather than assigning the entire 

section to one staff person. This approach holds especially true for the most significant 

and difficult audit sections.  

For example, consider an audit section such as inventory at a manufacturer. That section 

requires a significant amount of vouching to source documents for certain audit 

assertions and audit judgment for other audit assertions. The newer staff could be 

assigned to carry out the detailed vouching steps and the assertions requiring 

experienced professional judgment could be carried out by the in-charge. Assigning job 

responsibilities in this manner will free up the in-charge to supervise and review, keep 

the audit moving smoothly and remove bottlenecks as they arise. 

Know the When 

The third part of the fieldwork plan is to address by when. This part should address 

hours by audit area, procedure within an audit area, and the date during fieldwork when 

the in-charge wants the procedures performed. This step can be set up as a days and 

hours in a day timeline. A timeline of this nature will help the entire audit team 

understand what is expected and by when.  

A successful audit process depends heavily on the project management skills of the 

audit in-charge. A fieldwork plan can be core a project management tool used to assist 

the audit in-charge in keeping the audit on track. Following the plan and managing 

against the plan will allow the in-charge to know the engagement status at any point in 

time during the audit to facilitate completing the audit in the field. 

IN SUMMARY 

To institute concrete actions steps to be able to complete the audit in the field requires a 

change in attitude and culture in most firms. For the changes to have impact (improved 

staff morale, satisfied clients, and a stronger bottom line for the firm), the changes should 

be implemented across all of the audits in the firm. It will take some time to lay out a 

fieldwork plan and the results will likely not be known for months. As Mr. Senge stated, 
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many will resist being changed. However, one thing is certain; if the firm doesn’t “plan 

now” the firm can “plan to pay later.”  

 

It’s late on a Friday afternoon and your fieldwork time has expired. Is your audit complete?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


